FEATURING THE HOTTEST MULTICULTURAL TALENT

PITCH DECK FOR SPONSORSHIP

Limited Offer

BLACK TALENT TV IS A SUBSIDIARY OF DAP MEDIA GROUP, LLC.
Black Talent TV (BTT) was founded by Diana McCray and Patricia Rivera to showcase projects from emerging filmmakers and entertainers. Their mission has always been to make sure all voices were heard in media. BTT provides a place to showcase upcoming filmmakers' projects and talents for the purpose of encouraging and empowering their multicultural network. In addition they feature entertainers in major network shows as well as movies. BTT is praised by filmmakers and entertainers globally for the work that they have accomplished especially in helping many move their projects forward. They have expanded the BTT brand to include Look Who's Next Podcasts which interviews who's who influencers with large followers on social media. BTT provides a unique advantage in that they inspire and connect their audience with stories of endurance, resilience and success.
FEATURED CONTENT

Look Who's Next in Webseries

Directors, Actors and Entertainers on the rise with inspiring stories to share

Actors, Costume Designers and Crew Members from blockbuster movies like Black Panther
Black Talent TV (BTT) is the number one online publication for multicultural independent filmmakers, writers, directors, actors. Since 2013 we have opened the door for emerging young black filmmakers working through racial divides to tell their story. We have influenced TV and Film with our interviews and featured articles. BTT has promoted a more diverse generation of filmmakers. We have been the voice of the voiceless.

Black Talent TV's Look Who's Next is on YouTube, iTunes, and Stitcher.

Look Who's Next Podcast
(Formerly Be In The Talk)

Down to earth informative conversation with influencers in the entertainment industry who tell their stories in a honest and relatable way. Audiences learn winning strategies from directors, producers, actors, singers etc.

Black Talent Tv's Look Who's Next is on YouTube iTunes and Stitcher.
WE ARE MICRO-INFLUENCERS

MONTHLY REACH
7000

80% Black Millennials
20 % Multicultural Millennials

INCLUDES WEB SITE VISITS AND SOCIAL MEDIA FOLLOWERS
SPONSORSHIP PROGRAMS

Black Talent TV Will Be Your Brand Ambassador

BRAND SPONSOR

$150.00

Sponsor on a Look Who's Next Podcast
2- 30 Second Commercials
Social Media Mention for One week
Brand Sponsor a Featured Post
MEDIA SPONSOR

$350.00

One Month Promoting Your Brand
Brand Banner on Every Featured Post
Social Media Mentions Weekly
2 -30 second commercials on 3 Podcasts
Sponsor in a 2 Featured Interviews
MARQUIS SPONSOR
$950.00

3 Months Promoting Your Brand
Brand Banner on Every Featured Post
Social Media Mentions Weekly
2 -30 second commercials on 6 Podcasts
Sponsor in 6 Featured Interviews
Top Webseries List Sponsor
CONTACT US

EAST COAST
DIANA MCCRAY
516-619-6483

WEST COAST
PATRICIA RIVERA
303-578-0655

INFO@DAPMEDIAGROUP.COM
WWW.BLACKTALENT.TV
WWW.DAPMEDIAGROUP.COM
THANK YOU